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Suzy Chandler, along with her best friend and business partner, Josie, own and operate the

Thousand Islands Doggy Inn, a place they created to provide dogs with the things they deserve;

which is the best of everything. One morning while fishing, they hook a really big one; the dead body

of a rich candy magnate who owns an island in the area. They also find Chloe, an Australian

Shepherd puppy, swimming nearby and frantically trying to survive the trauma of being thrown

overboard in the middle of the night.A fast-paced and funny mystery unfolds that affectionately

focuses on dogs, food, and the natural beauty of the Thousand Islands region as Suzy and Josie

embark on a mission to protect Chloe as well as figure out who killed the candy magnate. And as

the list of suspects grows, and the victims pile up, they find themselves dealing with a unique cast of

characters and wondering if they just might be the next target. The Thousand Islands Doggy Inn

Mysteries, in Suzy and Josie, features two of the smartest and funniest lead female protagonists to

hit the cozy mystery scene in a very long time, and their affection for food and boundless love and

devotion to their dogs puts this new series in the DonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t Miss category. The Case of the

Abandoned Aussie gets this fresh alphabet series off to a great start, and B.R. Snow promises that

readers are in for a long, wild, and highly entertaining ride as the series moves forward.
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Totally feel in love with Chloe; the girls Josie and Suzy; animal loving detectives. I think the idea of a

doggy hotel is perfect, such good treatment while boarding dogs. Probably cleaner than some

people's houses!. Great mystery solved, really keep me going to the end.The Case of the

Brokenhearted Bulldog is next.

When I first started this book I really didn't like it. There was a murder and somehow it was so light

hearted. But I had bought the series because lately I've been doing that as my bank has a limit to

the number of transactions I can do in one day. I was just going to give up on the whole series and

read it last on my list. Instead I decided to skip a couple of chapters. Well, turns out I really like this

book.Instead of flip I've decided that the characters are pretty funny. They are in general light

hearted but it turns out for me at least that they are not this in a bad way, just kind of a funny way.

I'm on the 4th book of the series now (the Dandie Dinmont) and I still like the series but all the

constant talking about food is getting to be too much. If they are going to talk about food that much

they should be a foodie book like the Hannah Swenson books and give the recipes.In general they

are a fun read, I haven't truly guessed whodunit, although I've had my suspicions.

Suzy & Josie own a dog boarding & vet clinic. They find a puppy and a dead man and the mystery

unfolds. There are some twists but it is a pretty calm mystery (not scary or descriptive). I really

enjoyed it and it had a good pace. I especially enjoyed having the story take place in the beautiful

1000 Islands.

26 letters in the alphabet. 26 mysteries to be solved. Once again BR delivers a well crafted story

with two witty heroines who have a knack for sleuthing. Plenty of twists, doggies galore, all taking

place in the Thousand Islands.

It kept me interested for the entire book.

Cozy Mystery that flows well. Good well developed main characters who are easy to like. There are

several dogs in the story all with different loveable traits.



I fully enjoyed the book. It has a well developed plot and interesting characters, with the extra of a

lovely puppie

A good story that was light and easy to read. I will definitely get the next book in the series.
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